
1. Introduction
Denver, Colorado suffers from poor air quality, which is likely to 
degrade further as the climate warms.

• Denver and the surrounding suburbs are consistently out of the 2008 EPA 
mandated ozone 8 hour standard (75 ppb), according to the Colorado 
Department of Public Health and Environment (CDPHE)

• Denver has obtained a delay for the 2015 EPA mandated standard (70 ppb) to 
assess methods to mitigate the problem (CDPHE)

• Regardless of the standard, elevated ozone poses significant health risks within 
the Denver urban region  

• Colorado’s current and former Governors have implemented strong new 
emissions regulations for vehicles in Colorado, in order to reduce carbon 
emissions in compliance with the Paris Agreement  

• Monitoring ozone and greenhouse gas emissions is critical to identifying the 
most effective means of emission reduction, as well as assessing the 
effectiveness of regulations aimed at reducing emissions

4.  Denver’s RTD Light Rail System

• Denver’s Light Rail system covers 
Denver north and south along I-
25, a major freeway 

• A-Line runs to Airport – This will 
be important for characterizing 
transport of particles from oil and 
gas operations to in north east 
Colorado – Potentially a large 
source of ozone precursors (e.g. 
Baier et al., 2017)

• H- and R- Lines run into Aurora –
Highest ozone non-attainment

• C-,E-, and F- Lines run along I-25 –
capture heavy and standstill traffic 
emissions (In particular large 
trucks).  

• Highly successful project using public transit 
for an observation platform.

• Operates on the Utah Transit Authority (UTA) 
TRAX light rail system:

• We will model the Denver observation 
program from the TRAX Program.  

• Measures CO2, CH4, PM2.5, O3, and NO2.

• Dec 2014 to present.  2nd rail car in Jan 2016.

• Sensors and sampling on roof, ~4m above 
ground.

3. The TRAX Urban Emissions Program

2. Science Meets Policy – Air Quality and Greenhouse 
Gas Monitoring to Address Denver’s Unhealthy Air
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• Denver cannot meet current EPA 8 hour ozone standards.

• Denver has committed to reductions in GHG emissions of 30% by 2025 and 80% 
by 2050.  Electric vehicle registrations will increase to 30% by 2030.

• Constant monitoring of ozone and GHG’s is critical for assessing progress 
toward improving Denver’s air quality through reduction of emissions.  

5.  Denver’s Current Air Quality Monitoring
• Ozone measured at 9 (circled) of the 16 sites around the Denver area and one in the 

mountains (left in figure below).  
• Improved monitoring will help to better identify regions of highest need for mitigation 
• For example è Aurora è highest levels of ozone as reported by State of the Air 

Report (lower left panel) è however, no monitoring sites

6. Proposed Work Plan
• We have acquired support for the project from Colorado’s Department of Health and 

Environment
• Meeting with RTD to discuss feasibility and support
• Seeking State level interaction 
• Once funded è Outfit rail cars with sensor packages
• Data collection è real-time air quality displays 
• Monthly maintenance and calibration checks 
• Large modeling effort è University of Utah è understand the ground-level, mobile 

data
• Outreach è Each monitoring package equipped car will have real-time data as well as 

general facts and explanations displayed on an onboard monitor.  
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